Lab 05 Lab Attendance Circle Day: M Tu W Th F Time____
Tues Oct 15 to Mon Oct 21 2013
Name (legible!)
Write your TAs name (who grades your project homeworks!)

Did you use your own picture in the lab? Yes_______ No_______
If you did not, how can we help you get it?________________________

Write the coordinates of a Pixel near the middle of your (or my) nose: (x, y) equals (______, ______)
About how many Pixels of the nose did you make the computer turn purple in the lab?________________

Have you successfully used your own computer to finish and RUN Java programs, and upload them to Blackboard?
Yes!!! ________________ No_________________ (get advice/help from TAs, Prof. C, or friends!!)

No upload of Lab05 is required. Spend time on reading, MyProgrammingLab, and the next Project!
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